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Topics of 
Presentation

•Corporate Profits
- Drive Equities
- Cyclical in Nature

•Two “Pressures” Merging to Revert Peak Earnings

•Margin Pressures
- Competition
- Wages / Benefits
- Input Prices

•Revenue Pressures
- “Joe Main Street’s” Dilemma

•Climate vs. Weather

•A look inside the Market
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Corporate Profits

Corporate Profits as a % of GDP

Inherent laws of capitalism assure entrepreneurs attack profits -
hence cyclical

Data: Stockcharts.com  Graph: Reinhart Asset Management



MARGIN 
PRESSURES
-Corporate Dilemma 
Competition, Wages / Benefits, and 
input prices

REVENUE 
PRESSURES
-Joe Main Street Dilemma
May equate to corporate revenue  
pressures

Two different “pressures” may answer this 
question

Are Profits Going To 
Decline ?



Margin Pressure
Open World 
Competing for Margins, Wages, and Natural 
Resources

239,534,121  Population of 
former Soviet Union

1,080,264,388 
Population of 
India

1,306,313,812  
Population of 
China

295,734,134 
Population of 
United States

- Ever more, competition is not just coming from the other side of the country, but rather 
the other side of the world.

-Open world offers huge increase in labor supply, which offers a release valve for the 
pressure on margins from wages, but adds to the “Joe Main Street” dilemma.

- Adds to demand for finite supply of natural resources.
Source: CIA world Facts



Margin Pressure
Unit Labor Cost and 
Productivity

… that slowing reflected a moderation in structural productivity growth and if 
firms believed that the associated increases in the growth rate of labor costs 
were permanent, these cost pressures might be passed through to consumer 
prices fairly quickly to preserve profit margins.

- From the FOMC Minutes, February 2005
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CPI Real Rate

PPI and Real Feds 
Fund Rate Margin PressurePPI – Intermediate Materials 
and Real Fed Funds Rate

Real Fed Funds Rate = 
Fed Funds Rate - CPI

Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve and Reinhart Asset Managment



PPI – Industrials and 
All Commodities Margin PressurePPI – Industrial and All 
Commodities

Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve



Margin PressureHealth Care Costs

3x overall 
inflation

Source: KFF/HRET Survey of Employer-Sponsored Health Benefits,



Cooper Tire “higher raw-material costs could reduce third-quarter operating profit by as much 
as $35 million to $40 million,” Dattilo said. 

Nu Skin “We will try to find ways to absorb the costs so that our customers won't feel the 
pinch as much," Lori Bush, the unit's president.  This is the response to shoulder rising costs 
for raw materials such as packaging to avoid increasing prices for its customers.

KRAFT has concerns of inflationary pressures resulting from increasingly expensive 
commodity costs due to rising energy prices.

COTT rising raw material costs, continued softness in the U.S. carbonated soft drink business, 
and a product mix shift to lower-margin bottled water. We'd do well to remember that there's 
always tap water, the ever-cheaper alternative, waiting to steal sales

INTEL "We believe INTC has lost as much as five points of market share in servers and has 
seen ASPs fall in both servers (due to competition) and mobile (due to mix)," CSFB said 

CITIBANK told investors that flattening yield curves will weigh on profits through the rest of the 
year

Titanium Technologies said on Tuesday said it will raise prices for all titanium dioxide grades 
in Europe and the Middle East, effective Oct. 1, citing reduced margins caused by rising raw 
material and energy prices 

Quotes From Companies 
Feeling the Pressure Margin Pressure
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Corporate Profits and 
P/E Ratios Margin Pressure

Corporate Profits as a % of GDP

Peaking profits are bad news for hyper bulls 
when coupled with high valuations

Troughing profits are bad news for hyper bears 
when coupled with low valuations
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Sources: St. Louis Federal Reserve, DecisionPoint.com, Reinhart Asset Management



MARGIN 
PRESSURES
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input prices
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Revenue PressureReal Wage Growth
Equals Average Hourly Earnings less CPI

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics



Consumer Credit Revenue PressureNonrevolving and Revolving 
Credit Outstanding

Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve



Revenue PressureConsumer Credit and 
Prime Rate

Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve



Revenue PressureDebt % of Disposable 
Personal Income

Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve



-No Cushion

-3 months negative

-Reflects extreme 
“outliving their 
means”

-Ultimate rebuild of 
savings puts drag on 
economic activity

Revenue PressurePersonal Savings 
Rate

Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve



Revenue PressureCash out Refinancing

Source: Cleveland Federal Reserve



Revenue PressureHousing Affordability 
Index

Source: National Association of Realtor / Haver Analytics



Revenue PressureMortgages Rates

Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve



Revenue PressureHeating Costs

-57% (60 Million) of Households are heated with 
natural gas

-More homes are heated with natural gas than all other 
fuels combined

-Source: U.S. Census Bureau, EIA, and American Gas Association

Source: Stockcharts.com



• 40 degree days in May does not lead us to 
get out the snow shovels and heavy coats 
in the upcoming weeks and months

• 90 degree days in October does not fool us to 
plan pool parties and barbecues in the 
upcoming weeks and months

Climate vs. Weather



Key Sectors Turning 
Over Market

Source: Stockcharts.com



Key Sectors Turning 
Over Market

Source: Stockcharts.com



Key Sectors Holding 
On Market

Source: Stockcharts.com



Key Sectors Holding 
On Market

Source: Stockcharts.com



4th Quarters of the 
Last 3 Years Market

Source: Stockcharts.com



Conclusion

• Climate – is very poor for profit margins to stay high and move higher 
as seen through the lens of the corporate and “Joe Main Street” 
dilemma.

• Weather – is trying to hold up as reflected in some key sectors but we 
do not feel this is the market suggesting the climate is about to change 
for the better.

• Buy and Hold – is dead.  This is not an environment for a new long 
term bull market.  For this we need to see a low valuation / low profit 
margin scenario of which we do not have.



This is not an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. It is 
presented only to provide information on investment strategies and opportunities. The material 
contains the current opinions of the author, which are subject to change without notice. Statements 
concerning financial market trends are based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate.   
References to specific securities and issuers are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended 
to be, and should not be interpreted as, recommendations to purchase or sell such securities.  
There is no guarantee that these investment strategies will work under all market conditions, and 
each investor should evaluate their ability to invest for the long-term, especially during periods of 
downturn in the market.  PERFORMANCE IS NOT GUARANTEED AND LOSSES CAN OCCUR.


